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INTRODUCTION
Description
During construction of Boeing’s aircrafts, carbon fiber reinforced composites are used to make the wings
for the aircraft. Excess material during the manufacturing process is trimmed and discarded as waste.
These trimmings contain valuable carbon fibers that can be reclaimed and processed again into product.
There is no method that has been proven effective and reliable to recycle the trimmings thus far. The
engineering approach to this concern is to develop a process in which recycling of the scrap trimmings
can result in a reusable material.

Motivation
The left-over trimmed pieces of the carbon fiber shell for Boeing’s aircrafts is treated as waste product.
A recycling method for these scrap pieces will help keep non degradable waste out of landfills. Being
able to reuse the carbon fibers will also result in a more efficient and cost-effective manufacturing
process.

Function Statement
The machine will be able to delaminate aircraft structural trimmings left over from the aircraft’s
manufacturing process by creating transverse shear in the material. There are 12 layers of carbon fiber
material bonded together with resin in each trimming piece. The machine will also chip the delaminated
layers into quarter size pieces.

Requirements
1. The machine will be able to process 1 foot of material every 1 minute.
2. The material layers will be 100% delaminated before entering the chipper.
3. The material will be chipped into sizes between .25 inches and 1.5 inches.

Scope
The portion of the project that will be fixated upon is the drivetrain for the machine.

Success Criteria
The success for this project relies on the ability for the machine to operate and process material at a
rate of 10 feet of material every 1 minute.

Outreach
The current design has been ineffective in processing the composite trimmings. This projects task is to
complete a functioning machine capable of delaminating the carbon fiber composite. Expertise and
recommendations are always welcomed. A few items that still need to be addressed about the design
include:
•
•
•

Effective gear ratios to optimize feed and power
Benefits of a hydraulic system used to power the machine
Cost and acquisition of materials
o Hydraulic pump
o Miscellaneous fasteners and hoses
o Gears and pulleys

DESIGN & ANALYSES
This project is directed towards making a more automated procedure for delaminating the carbon fiber
boards. The initial proposed design (fig.17) consists of a gear train to help deliver the power needed for
crushing the boards. The electric motor is mounted below the frame of the machine directly underneath
gear box number 1. The connection is made by a sprocket on the output shaft of the motor, and the
input shaft of the gear box. These are connected by a roller chain. The gearbox number 1 output shaft is
then connected to the number 2 gearbox via a similar roller chain and sprocket connection. Following
the power flow, the output shaft of gearbox number 2 is coupled to gearbox number 3. This coupling
connection is made by using
a flexible roller chain
coupling. Afterwards the
power is transmitted through
gearbox number 3 to a spur
gear that is attached to the
output shaft. The spur gear
meshes with the bottom spur
gear of the roller crusher
shaft. This shaft in turn
meshes and synchronizes
with the upper roller crusher
shaft.
Fig17. Preliminary sketch

To achieve the desired 1 foot per minute feed rate, the feed roller (fig16. Page 10) was analyzed to
determine the required rpm. Starting with a nominal 1750 rpm from the electric motor, it was
determined that the feed roller would have to rotate at 2 rpm (Appx A. fig2). This rpm is the baseline for
the testing procedure. Adjustments may be needed following preliminary tests.
With the desired rpm calculated, the gear ratio was then calculated (Appx A. fig4). Assuming that there
are no losses in the system, the gear train ratio was found to be 875:1. With this high of a gear ratio
multiple gear boxes will need to be coupled together. Using the existing gearbox in the system, the
additional gear boxes were added. Calculating another rpm value (Appx A. fig9) it was found that the
final output speed would be approximately 2.59 rpm. In this calculation it is assumed no losses in the
system giving an approximate value.
After the final output rpm was found, the output torque was then calculated (Appx A. fig 10). Following
the power flow through the system, the final output torque was calculated at 10139 lb*ft. Comparing
this to teammate Peyton Coffman’s calculation of 3014 lb*ft required to crush the composite, this force
would be more than adequate for the system.
Using the calculated output torque, force analysis (Appx A. fig7) was conducted on the gearbox number
3 output shaft spur gear. The analysis showed that the tangential force, the driving force for the gear,
would be approximately 9542.7 lbs. Following this calculation, a spreadsheet (Appx A. fig8) was used to
determine the bending and contact stress of the gears on the crusher shaft would experience. It was

found that the force far exceeded the yield strength of any material for the gears at 4,746,173 psi
bending stress.
According to the manufactures, World Wide Electric, specifications the maximum output torque for the
gearbox is 1628 in*lbs. With this information, even if there was a gear able to handle the force the
gearbox would suffer damage. To solve this a shear pin was designed to be placed in the gearbox 3
output shaft. Using the maximum output torque for the weakest gearbox in the system, gearbox 1, the
shear pin was sized (Appx A. fig11) at 1/8-inch diameter. The shear pin now would break before
damaging any components in the system when excessive force was experienced.
Since the shear pin was now the weakest link in the system, the spur gears were redesigned to handle
the maximum torque of the system. A spreadsheet (Appx A. fig 12) was used to calculate the dimensions
and stresses in the spur gears. The analysis shows that the maximum contact stress on the spur gear
teeth would be 165,352 psi.
Due to the change of scope of construction, additional analysis will need to be conducted. These
analyses will affect the feed rate and output torque of the system.

METHODS & CONSTRUCTION
Intention
This project has been a work in progress for a couple years. Each class year students, pick up and
improve upon the design of the machine and the process of how the composite material is
deconstructed. The project is funded and sponsored by JICATI. Working within a fixed budget, the
intention of the project is to engineer a viable system capable of preparing the carbon fiber composite
for pyrolysis.

Current System
To begin the construction and improvement of the existing design, the machine has had all the guards
and covers taken off to expose all mechanisms. At this stage there are three main system components
responsible for the pyrolysis preparation.

Feed
The current flow rate of the system is zero. There are three pair of rollers that have been connected
with pulleys and V belts. The feed rollers have a spring force on them to assist in feeding the material.
Preliminary tests of these rollers showed that they do not grip the material. The belts have been
tensioned with idler pulleys that can be manually adjusted vertically to adjust pressure on the belts. The
electric motor that drives the gear box is not connected to the gear box. The only way to produce feed
rate is to manually crank the gear box.

Crush
The current method for delaminating the material is a hydraulic press with custom “W” shaped dies
attached. This method proved useful in approximately 80% delamination of the material. The problem
that arose from this method is the material must be static in order to crush it with the press.
Approximately 10 tons of pressure were used when crushing the material.

Chop
At the end of the machine there is a set of sharpened gears connected to an electric motor. The material
has no direct path from the crushing process to enter the choppers. Sample pieces of material have
been ran through the gears resulting in a product that has been cut more than chopped into smaller
pieces.

Construction of Improved System
While there are 3 main processes to this machine, this project focuses on the feed rate and powertrain
process only. The goal of the improved system is to have a rate of flow of material while crushing.
Components from the previous design will be repurposed and adapted into the new machine.
To begin, the electric motor will be reused in the system, as well as the 3:1 gear box. Two of the three
pairs of rollers in the machine and the hydraulic press will be removed. The removal of these items
means that the main housing of the machine will need to be altered to accommodate the changes. The
electric motor rated at 1750 max RPM will need to be reduced to approximately 2 RPM (Appx A. fig2.) to
achieve the required feed rate. This will be accomplished through gear reduction which will in turn
benefit the output torque of the machine (Appx A fig4.). The mechanical advantage achieved will deliver
the force necessary to crush the composite material.

Feed Rate
The composite material will begin the deconstruction process by being fed horizontally through a pair of
rollers (Appx A Fig2.) These rollers will feed the material into the crushing jaws (Appx A Fig 1.) where the
material will be delaminated. After the material passes through the crushing jaws, it will be expelled out
of the backside of the machine into a container. This will be the first stage process in preparation for
pyrolysis. After the material has been crushed it will be fed into a set of choppers where it will be
reduced into quarter size pieces.

Beginning Construction
In order for the frame of the machine to support an additional gearbox, the chassis needed
modification. The electric motor powering the system needed to be realigned in order for the power
transmission to operate correctly. The motor is bolted to a support bracket which in turn is welded to
the chassis frame. Due to the lack of welding equipment available the motor mounts needed to be
bolted to the frame instead of welded. This method of using bolts to fasten the support mounts into
place required additional analysis and drawings to accomplish.
The motor needed to be turned 90 degrees in the chassis and have the supports fastened with bolts to
the frame (Appx B. Fig 10.1). The existing support bracket for the motor was able to be reused with
some modifications made to accommodate fasteners (Appx B. Fig 7.1, 8.1). The motor was unbolted
from the support and the welds were grinded off the frame. The support bracket was modified by
cutting notches into the angle iron to seat on top of the frame. The frame was then drilled through and
3/8-16 UNC bolts (Appx A. Fig 14) were used to bolt the support into place.
An additional support bracket was needed for the motor support to be able to fasten it to the frame.
Measurements were taken from the existing chassis and the bracket was designed (Appx B fig. 9.1). The
1.5-inch angle iron was cut to overall length then notched using a bandsaw. The bolt locations were
drilled using a 3/8 twist drill bit in the drill press. The finished support for the motor bracket was placed

on the frame and used as a jig to drill through the chassis. The support for the motor was then bolted
into place using 2.5-inch 3/8-16 UNC bolts.

Construction
When the motor was re-positioned the electrical conduit for the power wires was torn where it enters
the electric motor. An electrician was contacted to repair the conduit and has been successful in doing
so, with a $0.00 charge to the project. When the motor had been fully repaired, the gearbox number
one needed re-positioned 90 degrees and parallel to the motor. The bracket for gearbox number one
was able to be reused with no modifications needed. A support bracket was constructed (Appx B fig.
10.1) to allow the gearbox to be positioned in place. The support was constructed of 1.5-inch angle iron
in the same method as the other angle iron supports.
When the second gearbox was acquired, measurements were taken to construct a support bracket
(Appx B. Fig 11.1) to house the gearbox. The bracket was constructed from .5-inch steel plate. The plate
was cut to OAL using a horizontal band saw. Using drill tables from Solidworks, the plate was mounted in
a milling machine and the holes were drilled using twist drill bits.

Benchmark
After a conference call with the projects contact at Boeing, John Locklear, it was found that a process is
already in place for recycling the carbon fiber scrap. Much of the information about the process is
proprietary and cannot be disclosed.

TESTING METHOD
There are two major areas that will be tested for this project. The first is that the machine is capable of a
feed rate. The second area tested will be the ability for the machine to crush the composite material.
Photographs and video will be used to document the machine processing, and the material before and
after status. Using a spreadsheet, the data can be collected and presented.
The feed rate will be tested by timing how long it takes the material to be processed by the machine.
Measuring the composite material length beforehand and timing the process from material enter to
material exit will give an accurate feed rate that can be calculated. The feed rate is designed to operate
at approximately 1 SFM, using the variable speed control the feed rate can be dialed in to achieve more
or less feed.
The second test area will be to analyze the amount of delamination that occurred when processing the
composite. The machine will first be used to crush thin slabs of wood to verify the operation of the
machine before having to crush the composite material. Before and after measurements of the
materials geometry will be recorded. Secondly, a visual analysis will be used to count the layers of
composite before entering the machine. Afterwards, a visual inspection of the material will show the
percentage of delamination that occurred in the material.
Since the layers of carbon fiber can be visually seen in the material, photos and video will be the best
method of recording any delamination to the material. Included during the testing of the device will be
the proper adjustment of the crusher wheels. The crushing wheels are designed to be fixed into place
but concluding test runs may need to be designed to be adjustable. This will allow thicker material to be
ran through the machine to be delaminated. During testing the load on the machine will be analyzed

audibly. Feed rates are directly proportional to the crushing power of the system and will be optimized
to allow for proper delamination and timely delamination.
To setup the test for the feed rate, the machine must be powered on. There is a lockout tag for the
machine that can only be removed by authorized personnel. When the lockout tag is removed, power
can flow to the machine’s power switch. The machine will continuously run when the motor is powered
on. Using the feed rate worksheet, the length and the type of material is recorded.
To test the feed rate, a piece of material is fed through the feed opening until it contacts the crusher
wheels. Timer begins when the material is in contact and self-feeding. The timer stops when the
material has passed through the crusher mechanism completely. The time, in seconds, is recorded on
the feed rate worksheet afterwards.
As of 4/23/2020 due to limited access to the machine, a full test has been postponed because
construction is still in process. The machine will still be tested by using a rpm measuring device on the
machine’s gearbox #2 output shaft. The output shaft has been modified with contrasting tape to allow
for the rpm measuring device to read correctly. Using the feed rate worksheet FPM can be calculated by
using the following formula: FPM = RPM * Pi* Diameter.

BUDGET
Supplier
The two main suppliers of parts for this project will be Mcmaster Carr, and Surplus Center. Mcmastercarr was chosen because of the reliability of part acquisition and the variety of sizes they offer. Ordering
the parts through this company has been used widely through CWU making it a safe choice to obtain the
material on time. Surplus Center is another supplier that has been used for this same project in past
teams. This supplier has many of the same parts as Mcmaster Carr so pricing can be compared between
the two to have flexibility in the budget. Both companies have provided timely and adequate service to
orders made from CWU and are a safe and effective choice for part suppliers.

Labor
The initial proposal of this project does not require any outsourcing of labor at this time. Using the fully
equipped machine shop at CWU will provide the ability to make any additional parts needed for this
project. To assist with the construction and modification to the existing machine, Matt Burvey the CWU
engineering technician has been contacted and willing to provide assistance for $0.00. Arrangements
have been made to facilitate any welding that is needed for the project.

Project Cost and Funding
The funding for this project is provided by JICATI. The total cost of parts ordered for the project is
$658.87. This value includes shipping and tax on the ordered parts. The parts remaining from previous
years have been utilized as much as possible to reduce the overall cost. The parts ordered have been
itemized in appendix C.

During the construction of the project necessary welding equipment was unavailable. To remedy this,
additional material was needed to make support brackets for mounting and alignment. The material
used was provided by CWU at $0.00. The material needed to manufacture the gearbox 2 support
bracket was not available from CWU and is included in appendix C as an ordered item.

SCHEDULE
The schedule for this project is organized in a Gantt Chart (Appendix E, fig1.). The Chart is broken up into
the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposal
Analysis
Documentation
Parts and Budget
Part Construction
Device Construction
Device Evaluation
Deliverables

Preview Appendix E

Each Subsection has items that correlate to an estimated amount of time to complete that task. The
Proposal section of the Gantt Chart seen above, will be completed during the fall quarter. The
construction and assembly of the project will be completed during the winter quarter. Lastly, the
Evaluation and Modification to the project will take place during Spring quarter.
The total amount of hours for each category are listed in Appendix E. The total hours for the Fall quarter
were estimated at 93.5 hours and the actual hours spent was 93.3 hours. The total estimated time to
complete the project is estimated at 332 hours.
Beginning the construction of the project, the Gantt chart was used to estimate milestones for
completing parts. During the design and analysis portion of the project, in fall quarter, the tasks for
constructing the device were broken into 8 subcomponents that needed to be completed. Halfway
through construction challenges arose in the form of unavailable equipment. The result of not having
the proper equipment for the project made timeline setbacks and additional parts to manufacture. The
part construction section of the Gannt chart required that five additional parts be manufactured to
properly assemble the system. The timeline for the project was set back by 19 hours because of the
extra time required to manufacture the parts.
Although there were timeline delays, and additional parts manufactured, the project is still on schedule
for completion. The extra material required for the manufacturing additional parts was provided at
$0.00, donated by CWU.
During the testing phase of the device, the system was not fully assembled. Limited access to the device
was restricted to two days, Monday and Thursday from 1300 to 1700. Because of this testing was set
back by 4 weeks. The devices powertrain was fully assembled and bolted in its proper place over the
course of 3 weeks. A modified test was devised to test the feed rate of the powertrain. While the device

is incomplete, this project constructing the powertrain is complete and fulfills the projects requirement
number 1. To further test the device, the housing will need to be completed.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
This project does have financial and physical risk associated with it. Although the risks are mitigated by
conducting analyses and taking safety precautions. Since this project is a prototype there is a financial
risk associated with parts failing. This could be caused by the unknown effects of what will happen when
initial tests are conducted. By analyzing critical components and designing them to withstand the
required forces, the failing of parts will be minimized. Using components that have been left over from
previous years will help alleviate the total cost of the project. The machine is capable of high torque
which poses an increased risk for injury when operating. Using guards covering moving components will
help decrease the risk of injury.

DISCUSSION
The development of the JICATI sponsored carbon fiber delamination machine has been a combined
effort of CWU seniors for the past 3 years. The remnants of devices and parts utilized in the
determination to complete a capable and functioning machine are all that is left when this project
started. The previous year’s attempt at completing this project had some advances that have been
supportive in the design of this project.
Upon initial investigation into the task of delaminating the carbon fiber trimmings, the main feature this
machine was missing was the ability to feed material while delaminating. The previous year seniors
implemented a hydraulic ram that was used to Fig 13. Partial front and rightstatically crush the composite material in a die hand view of housing.
achieving a maximum of 80% delamination.
The data retrieved from their tests helped in
the development of power required of the
machine to do the work that was needed for
delamination.
To start off, the machine had guards covering
all the moving components. After
documenting the process of stripping the
machine of all guards, a closer look revealed
Fig 14. Right hand view of main that there were many areas that could be
housing.
improved upon.
The initial modification design to the machine includes: removing the
hydraulic ram, adding two roller crushers inside the housing,
increasing torque, and eliminating the two rear feed rollers.
The two rear feed rollers (fig.14) were not necessary for the design.
The material will be fed through the opening into the crusher rollers,
and once crushed would not align with these rollers making them
useless. In future development of the machine the crushed material
Fig15. Grinders

will need to be able to feed into grinders (fig.15) located at the rear of the machine.
The main feed roller (fig.16) will be kept and used to feed the material into the crushers. Even though
the front feed roller will be kept, the housing side panels will need modified to accommodate the new
roller crushers.
The crusher initial profile (Appx B. fig 1.1) will be used to feed the material into for delamination. The
side panels of the housing will need to Fig16. Frontal view feed roller
be modified to fit the shafts
connected to the crusher,
as well as house the
bearings for the shafts. The
power will be delivered to
the lower crusher shaft
which will crush the
material against the upper.

Fig17. #1 Gearbox and motor

Utilizing the 3:1 gearbox
already on the machine,
power will be transmitted
from the electric motor into
the gearbox. Additional
gear reduction will be
required to obtain the desired 1 foot
per minute requirement of the project.

After conducting analysis on the maximum output torque, the gear boxes can handle, it was found that
the 3:1 gearbox 1 was a 20:1 gearbox. This leads to further analysis of the feed rate and torque of the
system. The parts list that has been made for the project will have substantial changes to it.

Manufacturing Issues
After discovering that the first gear box was in fact a 20:1 gear reducer, rather than a 3:1 gear reducer,
the power train was re-designed. The new design incorporates only 1 additional gear box to couple to
the existing gear reducer. Using right angle worm gear boxes, the orientation of the components in the
power train need to have specific alignment in order to deliver the power to the crushing mechanism.
Because of this specific alignment the existing electric motor, that is welded onto the system frame,
needed to be repositioned 90 degrees. Along with repositioning the motor, the power boxes for the
machine needed to be repositioned to the outside of the frame. To secure all the parts in their positions,
the two options considered was welding and fastening with bolts. There is no access to welding
equipment so the parts that were cut and grinded off the frame, needed to be fastened back into place.
This required using angle iron and notching the pieces to hang onto the frame, and then be bolted into
position. This method of aligning all the parts and securing them takes a considerable amount more
time, but for future modifications makes the disassembly of the machine more efficient.

After repositioning gear reducer #1 and the electric motor, the second gear reducer was added to the
system. For the gear boxes to align correctly, additional supports were added onto the chassis for
gearbox #2 to be fastened to. An oversight in design occurred when the output shaft of gearbox #1 did
not have the same height alignment as the input shaft of gearbox #2. To rectify this, spacers were made
to raise gear reducer #1 to align concentrically with gear reducer #2. The additional height to the first
gear box required that the chain connecting the electric motor to the gearbox be lengthened. The cost
of purchasing extra chain increased the project cost by $35.88.
Prior to powering on the device, the newly modified chain connecting the motor to gearbox #1, needed
to be enclosed for safety purposes. With the chain secured into final position measurements were taken
to design an enclosed housing above the chassis frame. The safety guard was designed in SOLIDWORKS
utilizing the sheet metal design tools. Flat pattern drawings were drafted to construct the safety guards
out of 11-gauge galvanized steel. The guards were manufactured and secured to the device using steel
self-tapping sheet metal screws. The bottom half of the open chassis frame also needed to be contained
for safety. To minimize material costs, half inch plywood was repurposed to act as the safety guard. The
plywood was cut to seat flush against the lower half of the chassis and was secured to the frame.

Testing Issues
During phase three of the project (testing), the crusher housing has not been completed. Due to this the
machine has not had any tests performed. The electric motor to gear reducer #1 connection was
restored by using the newly modified roller chain. The tension for the chain is adjusted by shimming the
motor to motor support bolts. With no shims, the chain was too tight and would bind. With the addition
of an 1/8 -inch shim the tension was corrected. All the chassis supports and components on them were
bolted securely in place. To conduct a modified testing procedure with the absence of the crusher
mechanism, the feed rate will be calculated by measuring the rotation of the output shaft of gearbox #2.
Contrasting color tape was added to the end of the gearbox shaft so the RPM measuring device could
read correctly. Additional contrasting tape was added to the motor shaft to read the actual RPM’s. To
calculate the feet per minute of the powertrain at the output gear the following formula is used: (SHAFT
DIAMETER IN INCHES / 3.82) X (RPM).

CONCLUSION
The carbon fiber composite recycling project is a combined effort of many years of CWU students. The
progress so far has been successful in giving useful data to further improve the design of the
delamination machine. These carbon fiber trimmings were designed to withstand deformation making
them very resilient to delamination. The proposed redesign of the machine has been calculated to
deliver the force necessary to successfully deconstruct the composite material.
The construction of the machine has been designed so that it will be completed with available resources
at CWU facility. The parts needed for assembly of the machine have been priced and are available for
purchase. This will allow for an early start on the construction phase.
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APPENDIX A - ANALYSES
Fig1. Reaction forces at bearing supports of crushing rollers.

Fig2. Calculation of desired RPM to achieve required feed rate.

Fig3. Force on Gear tooth

Fig4. Output torque and gear ratio calculation.

Fig5. Motor to Gearbox #1
This analysis shows the chain length needed to connect the electric motor to gearbox number 1.

Fig6. Gearbox #1 to Gearbox #2
This analysis shows the recommended chain length for connecting gearbox number 1 to gearbox
number 2. There is no mechanical advantage to this chain drive, only transmission of power.

CHAIN DRIVE DESIGN
Initial Input Data:
GB #1 to GB #2
Application: delaminator
Drive type: electric motor
Driven machine Heavily loaded crusher
Power input:
5 hp
Service factor:
1.5
Table 7-10
Input speed:
583 rpm
Desired output speed:
583 rpm
Computed Data:
Design power:
7.5 hp
Speed ratio:
1.00
Design Decisions-Chain Type and Teeth Numbers:
Number of strands:
1
1
2
3
4
Strand factor:
1.0
1.0 1.7 2.5
3.3
Required power per strand:
7.50 hp
Chain number:
50
Tables 7-7, 7-8, or 7-9
Chain pitch:
0-Jan in
Nunber of teeth-Driver sprocket:
16
Computed no. of teeth-Driven
sprocket:
16.00
Enter: Chosen number of teeth:
16
Computed Data:
Actual output speed:
583.0 rpm
Pitch diameter-Driver sprocket:
3.204 in
Pitch diameter-Driven sprocket:
3.204 in
Center Distance, Chain Length and Angle of Wrap:
Enter: Nominal center distance:
40 pitches
30 to 50 pitches recommended
Computed nominal chain length:
96.0 pitches
Enter: Specified no. of pitches:
96 pitches
Even number recommended
Actual chain length:
60.00 in
Computed actual center distance:
40.000 pitches
Actual center distance:
25.000 in
Should be greater than 120
Angle of wrap-Driver sprocket:
180.0 degrees degrees
Angle of wrap-Driven sprocket:
180.0 degrees

Fig7. Gearbox #3 to Crusher Force
This analysis shows the tangential force on the spur gear teeth from gearbox number 3 shaft to the
crusher spur gear bottom gear.

Fig8. Gearbox #3 to Crusher bottom Spur Gear
This analysis shows the contact and bending stress of the gear teeth from gearbox number 3 to the
crusher spur gear. This analysis shows that the stress is incredibly high.
DESIGN OF SPUR GEARS

APPLICATION:

Initial Input Data:
Input Power:

P=

Input Speed:

nP =

Delaminator
Factors in Design Analysis:
Alignment Factor, K m=1.0+C pf +C ma If F <1.0

5 hp
2.59 rpm

If F >1.0

Pinion Proportion Factor, Cpf =

0.046

0.052

F/D P =

0.71

[0.50 < F/DP < 2.00]

Diametral Pitch:

Pd =

8

Enter: C pf =

0.052

Figure 9-12

Number of Pinion Teeth:

NP =

17

Type of gearing:

Open

Commer. Precision

Desired Output Speed:

nG =

Mesh Alignment Factor, C ma =

0.272

0.150

17.0

Enter: C ma =

0.272

Figure 9-13

17

Alignment Factor: K m =

1.32

[Computed]

Overload Factor: K o =

1.50

Table 9-1

Size Factor: K s =

1.00

Table 9-2: Use 1.00 if P d >= 5

Computed number of gear teeth:
Enter: Chosen No. of Gear Teeth:

2.59 rpm

NG =

Computed data:
2.6 rpm

Ex. Prec.

0.086

0.053

Actual Output Speed:

nG =

Gear Ratio:

mG =

1.00

Pinion Rim Thickness Factor: K BP =

1.00

Fig. 9-14: Use 1.00 if solid blank

Pitch Diameter - Pinion:

DP =

2.125 in

Gear Rim Thickness Factor: K BG =

1.00

Fig. 9-14: Use 1.00 if solid blank

Pitch Diameter - Gear:

DG =

2.125 in

Dynamic Factor: K v =

1.01

[Computed: See Fig. 9-16]

Center Distance:
Pitch Line Speed:

C=
vt =

Service Factor: SF =

1.00

Use 1.00 if no unusual conditions

Transmitted Load:

Wt =

Reliability Factor: K R =

1.00

Table 9-11 Use 1.00 for R = .99

2.125 in
1 ft/min
114513 lb

Enter: Design Life:
Pinion - Number of load cycles: N P =

Secondary Input Data:
Face Width Guidelines (in):
Enter: Face Width:

20000 hours
3.1E+06

Min

Nom

Max

Gear - Number of load cycles: N G =

>107

<107

1.000

1.500

2.000

Bending Stress Cycle Factor: Y NP =

1.00

1.00

1.04

Fig. 9-21

F=

1.500

Bending Stress Cycle Factor: Y NG =

1.00

1.00

1.04

Fig. 9-21

Pitting Stress Cycle Factor: Z NP =

1.00

1.00

1.03

Fig. 9-22

Pitting Stress Cycle Factor: Z NG =

1.00

1.00

1.03

Fig. 9-22

Ratio: Face width/pinion diameter: F/D P =

in

0.71

Recommended ratio F/D P < 2.00
Cp = 2300
Enter: Elastic Coefficient:
A v = 10
Enter: Quality Number:

Table 9-7
Table 9-4

3.1E+06 107 cycles

Stress Analysis: Bending
Pinion: Required s at = 4,746,173 psi
Gear: Required s at = 4,746,173 psi

Enter: Bending Geometry Factors:
Pinion:
Gear:
Enter: Pitting Geometry Factor:

See Table 9-12
Guidelines: Y N , Z N

Stress Analysis: Pitting
Pinion: Required s ac = 2,289,094 psi

See Fig. 9-18 or
Table 9-9

J P = 0.259

Fig. 9-10

J G = 0.259
I = 0.073
REF: m G = 1.00

Fig. 9-10
Fig. 9-17

Gear: Required s ac = 2,289,094 psi
Table 9-9
Specify materials, alloy and heat treatment, for most severe requirement.
One possible material specification:

See Fig. 9-19 or

Computed stresses: s t =

4746173 psi

Pinion

Pinion: Requires HB 354: SAE 4140 OQT 900; HB 388, 16% elongation

st =

4746173 psi

Gear

Gear: Requires HB 340: SAE 4140 OQT 1000; HB 340, 18% elongation

sc =

2289094 psi

Pinion

sc =

2289094 psi

Gear

Fig9. Output RPM
This analysis shows the final output rpm with the gear reduction boxes.

Fig10. Output Torque
This analysis shows the output torque to the crusher gear.

Fig11. Shear Pin Size
This analysis shows the size of shear pin needed to eliminate over torque in the gearboxes.

Fig 12. Spur Gear Design
This analysis shows the computed spur gear dimensions using the torque at the weakest part in the gear
train.
DESIGN OF SPUR GEARS

APPLICATION:

Initial Input Data:

Factors in Design Analysis:
Alignment Factor, K m=1.0+C pf +C ma If F <1.0

Input Power:

P=

5 hp

Input Speed:

nP =

583 rpm

Diametral Pitch:

Pd =

Number of Pinion Teeth:

NP =

Desired Output Speed:

nG =

Computed number of gear teeth:
Enter: Chosen No. of Gear Teeth:

8
17

If F >1.0

F/D P =

Pinion Proportion Factor, Cpf =

0.046

0.052

Enter: C pf =

0.046

Figure 9-12
Commer. Precision

0.71

[0.50 < F/DP < 2.00]

Type of gearing:

Open

Mesh Alignment Factor, C ma =

0.272

0.150

17.0

Enter: C ma =

0.272

Figure 9-13

17

Alignment Factor: K m =

1.32

[Computed]

Overload Factor: K o =

1.50

Table 9-1

Size Factor: K s =

1.00

Table 9-2: Use 1.00 if P d >= 5

1.00

Pinion Rim Thickness Factor: K BP =

1.00

Fig. 9-14: Use 1.00 if solid blank

583 rpm

NG =

Delaminator spur design 2

Computed data:

Ex. Prec.

0.086

0.053

Actual Output Speed:

nG =

Gear Ratio:

mG =

Pitch Diameter - Pinion:

DP =

2.125 in

Gear Rim Thickness Factor: K BG =

1.00

Fig. 9-14: Use 1.00 if solid blank

Pitch Diameter - Gear:

DG =

2.125 in

Dynamic Factor: K v =

1.20

[Computed: See Fig. 9-16]

Center Distance:
Pitch Line Speed:

C=
vt =

Service Factor: SF =

1.00

Use 1.00 if no unusual conditions

Transmitted Load:

Wt =

Reliability Factor: K R =

1.00

Table 9-11 Use 1.00 for R = .99

583.0 rpm

2.125 in
324 ft/min
509 lb

Enter: Design Life:
Pinion - Number of load cycles: N P =

Secondary Input Data:
Min
Face Width Guidelines (in):
Enter: Face Width:

Nom

1.000

1.500

F=

1.500

Ratio: Face width/pinion diameter: F/D P =

Gear:
Enter: Pitting Geometry Factor:

2.000
in

0.71

Recommended ratio F/D P < 2.00
Cp = 2300
Enter: Elastic Coefficient:
A v = 10
Enter: Quality Number:
Enter: Bending Geometry Factors:
Pinion:

Max

Table 9-7
Table 9-4

Gear - Number of load cycles: N G =

20000 hours
7.0E+08

See Table 9-12
Guidelines: Y N , Z N

7.0E+08 107 cycles

>107

<107

Bending Stress Cycle Factor: Y NP =

1.00

1.00

0.94

Fig. 9-21

Bending Stress Cycle Factor: Y NG =

1.00

1.00

0.94

Fig. 9-21

Pitting Stress Cycle Factor: Z NP =

1.00

1.00

0.91

Fig. 9-22

Pitting Stress Cycle Factor: Z NG =

1.00

1.00

0.91

Fig. 9-22

Stress Analysis: Bending
Pinion: Required s at =

24,765 psi

See Fig. 9-18 or

Gear: Required s at =

24,765 psi

Table 9-9

Stress Analysis: Pitting
Pinion: Required s ac =

165,352 psi

J P = 0.259

Fig. 9-10

J G = 0.259
I = 0.073
REF: m G = 1.00

Fig. 9-10
Fig. 9-17

Gear: Required s ac = 165,352 psi
Table 9-9
Specify materials, alloy and heat treatment, for most severe requirement.
One possible material specification:

See Fig. 9-19 or

Computed stresses: s t =

24765 psi

Pinion

Pinion: Requires HB 354: SAE 4140 OQT 900; HB 388, 16% elongation

st =

24765 psi

Gear

Gear: Requires HB 340: SAE 4140 OQT 1000; HB 340, 18% elongation

sc =

165352 psi

Pinion

sc =

165352 psi

Gear

Fig13. Force on Motor Shaft

Fig14. Motor Bracket Required Bolt Size

APPENDIX B - DRAWINGS
1.1 Crusher Gear

2.1 Gearbox Gear Mount

3.1 Motor to Gearbox Guard

4.1 Gearbox Input Shaft

5.1 Gear Train Guard

7.1 Motor Mount Leg Outboard

8.1 Motor Mount Leg Inboard

9.1 Angle Iron Motor Support Bracket

10.1 Assembly

11.1 Gearbox #2 Support Bracket

12.1 Gearbox #2 Mounting Bracket (Drill Table)

13.1 Gearbox #2 Flange Mount Bearing (Drill Table)

14.1 Gearbox #2 Mounting Bracket

15.1 Power Box Hanging Bracket

16.1 Gearbox #1 Alignment Spacer #1

17.1 Gearbox #1 Alignment Spacer #2

18.1 Gearbox #2 Input Shaft

Drawing Tree Diagram

APPENDIX C – PARTS LIST AND COST
ITEM ID

DESCRIPTION

1 Gear Reducer

2 Single Output Shaft

3 Output Cover

4

Motor Mount frame
bolts

5

Motor Mount frame
washers

6

Motor Mount frame
nuts

7

Steel Plate (gearbox
bracket)

8 Motor sprocket key

SIZE
Aluminum Right
Angle Worm Gear
Reducer, 90 mm C.D.,
15/1, 182/4TC Input
Flange, Hollow Bore
Output
Single Output Shaft
For Size 90 WWE
Aluminum Reducer
Output Cover For
Size 90 WWE
Aluminum Reducer
MediumStrength Grade 5
Steel Hex Head
Screws 3/8-16 UNC
Stainless steel
general purpose
washer
MediumStrength Steel
Hex Nuts—Grade 5
0.5" thick x 6.0" wide
x 12.75" Long
1/4" x 1/4" square
key

SOURCE

BRAND

MODEL/SN

Surplus Center

13-1583-15-182TC

Surplus Center

13-1583-S

Surplus Center

13-1583-OPC

MCMASTER CARR

91247A634

MCMASTER CARR

MCMASTER CARR

COST

QUANTITY SUBTOTAL

$412.60

1

$412.60

$53.35

1

$53.35

$9.35

2

$28.05

$9.35 per 25

1

$9.35

90107A127

$8.80 per 25

1

$8.80

95505A603

$6.54 per 100

1

$6.54

2
MCMASTER CARR

Motor sprocket set
5/16"-18 x 5/16"
MCMASTER CARR
screw
10 Gearbox #1 Sprocket 5016 x 7/8" Sprocket MCMASTER CARR
11 1.5" Angle Iron
16.5" Length
9

ANSI

99020A425

$1.98 per ft

1

$1.98

91375A575

$12.70 per 100

1

$12.70

$26.54

1

$26.54

6280K93

Total

ITEM ID

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

SOURCE

BRAND

MODEL/SN

QUANTITY SUBTOTAL

Zinc-Plated Grade 5
91247A740
Steel
Sealed Steel
Bearings with Cast 5967K112
Iron Housing

1 package = 5
$10.60
bolts

$10.60

$99.04

1

$99.04

$26.54

1

$26.54

1 Bolt 8"

1/2"-13

Mcmaster Carr

2 Flange Bearing

1 1/8" Shaft
Diameter

Mcmaster Carr

3 GB #2 Sprocket

ANSI 50 Roller Chain
Mcmaster Carr
(5/8" Pitch)

ANSI Sprocket

6280K932

4 Roller Chain

ANSI 50 Roller Chain Mcmaster Carr

ANSI Roller Chain

6261K175

5 Connecting Link

ANSI 50 Roller Chain Mcmaster Carr

6 Bolt 5"

1/2"-13

Mcmaster Carr

COST

$559.91

ANSI Roller Chain
6261K194
Link
Zinc-Plated Grade 5
91247A732
Steel

$5.98 6 feet
$1.09
$12.53

$35.88
2

1 package =
10 bolts

$2.18
$12.53

7
8
9
10
11
Total

$186.77

APPENDIX D - BUDGET
The budget for the project is funded by JICATI. The parts priced for the project are estimates without the
additional shipping cost. Most structural components will be acquired through CWU machine shop at no
cost.

APPENDIX E – GANT CHART
PROJECT TITLE: Delaminator ( Power Train)
Principal Investigator: Wolfe Dennis
Duration
TASK: Description
Est.
Actual%Comp. S October
ID
(hrs)
(hrs)
1

Proposal*
1a Outline

2

1

50%

1b Intro

2

2

100%

1c Methods

3

2

67%

1d Analysis

12

15

125%

2

2

100%
150%

1e Discussion

4

6

1g Drawings

20

15

1h Schedule

1f Parts and Budget

3

2

67%

3
51

3
48

100%
94%

Analyses
2a Bearing Supports

0.5

0.4

80%

2b RPM & Feed Rate

0.5

0.3

60%

2

1

50%

0.5

0.5

100%

1

1

100%

1i Summary & Appx
subtotal:
2

2c Force on Gear Teeth
2d Gear Ratio
2e Motor to Gearbox
2f GB 1 to GB 2

0.5

0.5

100%

1

1.5

150%

2h GB3 spur gear

2

1.5

75%

1

0.5

50%

0.5

0.5

100%

2

1.6

80%

2
1
11.5 10.3

50%
90%

2j Output Torque
2k Shear pin
2l Spur Gear design 2
subtotal:
3

Documentation
3a Sketch Drawing

2

2

100%

3b Crusher Gear

2

2

100%

3c Gearbox Gearmount

3

4

133%

3d Sketch Drawing 2

1

1.5

150%

3e Motor to GB Guard

3

3.5

117%

3f Sketch Drawing 3

1

1.5

150%

3g GB Input shaft

1

1

100%

3h Assembly Drawing

3

3

100%

3i Gear Train Guard

3

3.5

117%

1
20

1
23

100%
115%

113%

3j Drawing Tree
subtotal:
4

Proposal Mods
4a Parts List

8

9

4b Budget List

1

0.5

50%

2
11

2.5
12

125%
109%

2

2

4c Schedule
subtotal:
7

Part Construction
7a Deconstruction
7b Main Housing

20

7c Gear Shafts

5

7d Shaft Bearings

2

7e Gears

2

7f Chain

2.5

7g Motor

6

7h Gear Box Housing
7i Chasis modification

15
30

15

7i.1 Electric motor support

1

2

7i.2 Gearbox#1 support

1

1

1
87.5

1
17

19%

110

33%

7i.3 Power Box hang brackets
subtotal:
9

January

75%

2g GB 3 force
2i Output RPM

November Dec

Device Construct
9a Gear Box

6

9b Chain Connections

15

9c Gear Connections

15

9d Assembly

25

9e Pictures

1

9f Update Website
subtotal:
10
Device Evaluation
10a Testing Feed
10b Resources

6
68

4
4

10c Verfiy Green Sheets

6

10d Test Operation

15

10h Perform Evaluation

15

10i Take Testing Pics
10h Update Website
subtotal:
11
495 Deliverables
11a Get Report Guide

2
2
48

5

11b Make Rep Outline
11c Write Report

2
10

11d Make Slide Outline
11e Create Presentation

5
10

11f Make CD Deliv. List

1

11e Write 495 CD parts

1

11f Update Website

3

11g Project CD*
subtotal:
Total Est. Hours=

1
38
335

=Total Actual Hrs

February

March

April

May

June

APPENDIX F- EXPERTISE AND RESOURCES

APPENDIX G – TESTING REPORT

APPENDIX H - RESUME

APPENDIX J – JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS
Engineering Technologies, Safety, and Construction Department

JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS
Delamination Machine
Prepared by: Wolfe Dennis

Reviewed by:
Approved by:

Location of Task:
Required Equipment
/ Training for Task:

Reference Materials
as appropriate:

Delamination Machine, Hogue Hall, Material Lab Room 127. Opening at
the front of the machine where material is fed into.
Documented training on operation of delamination machine. Hand
protection, Eye Protection, Protective clothing, Hearing protection,
operation of the drill press, first aid, milling machine operations, operation
of hand tools, operation of angle grinder
OSHA manual, Material Lab room 127 Safety sheets.
https://ehs.berkeley.edu/job-safety-analysis-jsas-listed-topic

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Required
(Check the box for required PPE and list any additional/specific PPE to be used in “Controls” section)

Gloves
Protective

Dust Mask

Eye
Protection
Clothing

Welding Mask

Appropriate

Hearing

Footwear

Protection

Use of any respiratory protective device beyond a filtering facepiece respirator (dust mask) is voluntary
by the user.

PICTURES
(if
TASK DESCRIPTION
applicable)
Drilling

HAZARDS

CONTROLS

Chips, Rotating

Training, Appr SOP & PPE

1. Clean the table.

Eye injury from metal
debris

Wear eye protection.
Do not use compressed air.

2. Load the vise.

Foot injury if the vise falls

Secure the vise on the table with T-pins.

Finger pinching while
sliding the vise

Don’t let your fingers get under the vise unless
you are lifting it from the table.

Back strain

Keep your eyes on the task.
Don’t lean over the table to twist the lock
handle.

3. Lock the table in
place.
4. Load the bit.
5.

Start the drill.

6. Feed the drill with
the feed.

7.

8.

Hand injury from the bit

Wear gloves.
Don’t hold on the end of the bit.

None foreseen
Injury caused by breaking
Feed with the appropriate pressure.
the bit
Use the appropriate bit for the type of metal.
Wear eye protection.
Eye or skin damage from
cutting oil

Use the lowest RPM.
Wear eye protection.
Wear a long sleeved shirt.

Hand injury from the
exposed pulley near the
feed handle

Make sure a pulley guard is in place.
Don’t push the feed handle toward the pulley.

Unload the vise. Foot injury if the vise falls Leave the vise secure on the table with T-pins
until it is unloaded.
Finger pinching while
sliding the vise

Don’t let your fingers get under the vise unless
you’re lifting it from the table.
Keep your eyes on the task.

Clean the table.

Eye injury from metal
debris

Milling
1. Milling text
blocks

Chips, Rotating

Wear eye protection.
Do not use compressed air.
Training, Appr SOP & PPE

Injury to hands from
milling blades

Never disconnect safety shields from milling
blades.

Hearing damage from
noise of machine
operation

Wear hearing protection, such as ear plugs,
if operating machine for periods extending
more than 10 minutes.

Possible eye injury from
wire stitches thrown out
by milling blade
Crushing finger hazard
from book clamp

Wear safety glasses during operation.

Do not hold book at spine when activating
book clamp. Hold book at the face.

Hand Tools
1. Check condition of
the blade, if
applicable.
2. Check that the
guard is in working
condition and in
the proper position,
if applicable.

Chips, Pinch, Punch
Lacerations.

Lacerations.

Training, Appr SOP & PPE
Avoid contact with blade teeth.
Be sure the tool is unplugged.
Avoid contact with blade teeth.
Be sure the tool is unplugged.

3. Plug in power tool. Injuries from starting tool Ensure tool is in the “off” position before
when in the “on”
plugging in.
position.
Potential electrocution Inspect condition of cord before plugging in.
from cord in poor
If cord is in poor condition, do not use the
condition.
tool until the cord has been repaired.
4. Operating power tool. Lacerations and other
Always wear safety goggles.
injuries.
Evaluate surroundings before turning on
power tool and be aware of others.
Make sure that cutting will not come into
contact with any utilities.
Don’t wear loose clothing.
Make sure the blade or bit is not binding as it
goes into the work. If blade or bit is binding,
cease operation of the tool and evaluate
reasons for binding.
Ensure that material being operated on is
secured.
5. Unplugging power
Lacerations.
Ensure tool is in the “off” position before
tool.
unplugging.
6.
Changing
Lacerations.
Ensure tool is unplugged before changing
blade/bit/other tool
any part of the tool.
parts.
Drive System
Noise, Pinch Point
Training, Appr SOP & PPE
Grinding
Chips, Sparks
1.Check cord integrity. Hand cut from cut wires.

Training, Appr SOP & PPE
Wear leather gloves.
Inspect slowly.

2. Check conditions of
(None foreseen)
grinding wheel and
appropriate RPM.
3. Check grinding wheel
Hand injury from
Do not plug in the machine until inspection
tightness.
inadvertent starting
is complete.
4. Verify the guard is
Foot injury from
Rest the tool on the bench.
tight and appropriate
dropping the tool
Wear steel-toed shoes.
for the job.
5. Verify the appropriate
Foot injury from
(See controls for Task 4.)
handle location.
dropping the tool
6. Inspect trigger for
(None foreseen)
physical damage and
proper operation.
7.
Make sure the
Injuries associated with
Verify the work is adequately secured by
materials being ground the work propelled by the trying to dislodge it with a gloved hand (the
are adequately secured grinder and/or landing on
work weight may secure it enough).
you

and positioned
correctly.
8. Plug-in the grinder.
9.

Begin grinding.

Wear steel-toed shoes.
Eye and skin damage
from projectiles.

Check the trigger switch to insure it is off.

Eye injuries from
Wear safety glasses/goggles and a face shield.
projectiles and sparks

Skin damage from
sparks and projectiles
Hearing loss

Wear leather gloves, long sleeved shirt, long
pants, or leather welding guards.
Wear ear plugs.

Ergonomic
considerations.

Change position from time to time.
Wear vibration resistant gloves.

Inhalation of toxic or
irritant fume or
particulate

Wear the appropriate respirator based on the
content of the metal and its coatings. Contact
EH&S (2-3073) for evaluation and exposure
assessment.

Insert
Material into machine

Entanglement, Flying
Debris

Drive Train
Composite Crushing

Dismemberment,
Entanglement
Respiratory

Machine Operation

Noise, Electrocution

Use local or dilution ventilation to direct or
collect fumes and/or particulate
Treat machine feed
opening as barrier
for hands. Wear PPE always while operating
machine.
Always have guards in place when
operating machine.
Use room ventilation when operating
machine, wear PPE.

PPE and maintenance of electrical
connections.
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